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Taylor's Test & tag

Best Electrical
Tagging in
Adelaide



While commercial appliance testing Adelaide
ensures that businesses are compliant with
regulatory standards, Taylor’s Test & Tag also
expand their service to domestic households so
that your family can feel safe and secure at home.

Testing and tagging is the process by which all
electrical appliances and items are visually
inspected, tested, and then tagged to determine
the safety and correct function of the object. Our
top-quality Portable Appliance Testers can
efficiently test your electrical appliances; from
microwaves to computers, monitors, and laptop
chargers, our fully qualified and able tradesmen
can discuss your particular issue or service item,
and conduct a thorough test that is in line with
Australian Standards.

Appliance Testing Adelaide



At Taylors Test & Tag, we can help ensure the safety of
your family members or work colleagues with our reliable
electrical test and tag Adelaide service.

Electrical safety within your home or workplace is not a
situation to be taken lightly; as a home or commercial
business owner, it is imperative that you implement the
appropriate steps to ensure that your electrical
equipment is regularly tested and tagged.

Our experienced tradesmen are qualified to test a wide
range of electrical equipment in any residential,
commercial, and industrial spaces; from electrical cords
to power tools, computers, monitors, and laptop chargers,
our visual inspection, testing, and tagging service will
ensure that any and all electrical items are in working
order.

Electrical Test and Tag
Adelaide



Taylors Test and Tag Adelaide offer super-
quality testing and tagging services. While
testing and tagging is a great step in the right
direction to a safe home and workspace, you are
actually required to test and tag your workplace.
So, what exactly are testing and tagging and
why is it so important?

Test and tagging is the process of inspecting
and testing electrical equipment to ensure it is
safe to use. Electrical safety checks should be
conducted at least once a year to ensure your
appliances, power leads, extensions, and
appliances are electrically safe.

Test and Tagging Adelaide



CONTACT US:

Address

Adelaide, South Australia

Telephone

+61 428 272 259

Website

https://taylorstestandtag.com.au/


